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Thank you – Platinum Sponsor

EnterpriseDB
The Enterprise PostgreSQL Company
Thank you – Gold Sponsors

DALIBO

L'Expertise PostgreSQL

TELECOM ParisTech
Thank you – Bronze Sponsors

BitNami

CYBERTEC

object-oriented
data administration
Objectwiz.org

Gf portalBase

www.gfportalbase.com
Thank you – Conference Staff

PostgreSQL Europe:
http://www.postgresql.eu/

PostgreSQLfr:
http://www.postgresqlfr.org/

(and Hiroshi Saito!)
Thank you – Conference Staff

Guillaume Lelarge

Damien Clochard

(without whom none of us would be here)
Thank you - Speakers

- French track
- English track
- Lightning talks
Thank you – our hosts

- Telecom ParisTech
Last but not least

- Ivanne et Sidonie

www.ivanne-sido.com
Feedback

• Speaker feedback:
  http://2009.pgday.eu/feedback

• Other comments:
  contact@pgday.eu
Upcoming events

• PGDay.IT:

  Date: December 2009

  Location: Pisa, Italy
Upcoming events

• FOSDEM:

  Date: 6\textsuperscript{th} & 7\textsuperscript{th} February, 2010

  Location: Brussels, Belgium
Upcoming events

• PGDay.eu 2010

Date: Somewhen in October (probably)

Location: Somewhere in Amsterdam
Thank YOU

See you next year!